All trailer functions—hydraulic and electrical—are connected to a control box mounted on the deck of the towing truck. These controls are then connected to the controls in the operator's cabin. All hydraulic and electrical lines have quick disconnect features. Visibility is excellent when connecting towing truck to trailer and does not need a 2nd person to assist. Rear view video cameras are not required.

Hercules Off Highway Trailers
70MT to 300 MT - Front & Rear Loading

Off-Highway mining trailers for transporting shovels, drills, wheel loaders, wheel dozers. May be utilized in combination with a truck towing package. Cost efficient, increases equipment utilization at a low cost.

Hercules Tow Truck Attachments
240 tons towing capacity

Convert your surplus mechanical or electrical truck into a truck retrieval vehicle with Hercules’ Tow Attachments. Attach our Tow Hook and operate with the truck's existing hydraulic box-operating cylinders. A provided umbilical cord allows you to supply hydraulic, pneumatic and electrical power into the crippled vehicles' systems, allowing for discharge of load and operation of brakes and lights.
Cable Support Systems

Cable support systems for mining and industrial applications.

Our systems will help extend the life of your cables and will increase the ease of cable installation and removal. They are maintenance-free, require no adjustment and will last a long time.

CABLE CROSSOVER MATS:

The iPower Mat®protects power cables from all types of service vehicles that can damage the cable when driving over the cable, resulting in less downtime of equipment.

OPTION #1
2 & 4 CHANNELS WITH OVER 4” CHANNELS
- The patented gull-wing designed lid
- Designed to withstand load bearing of between 200-400 tons depending on the SKU.
- Used in Heavy Duty Equipment Applications ranging from Oil & Gas, Mining and Heavy Industrial industries.

OPTION #2
- Easy to manage 10 foot segments
- High strength Urethane construction
- Option ½°Carbide cleats may be installed on the underside of the mats to resist slippage
2 types of mats are available: Regular Service and Severe Service

CABLE STANDS

Elevate Trailing Cable over great distances
Mark haul roads & dangerous areas
Highly Visible RED/ORANGE/YELLOW
Made of Polyethylene Plastic
Slotted to accept 1 x 4°cable or 3-4 x 3°Cables
Stackable

ROPE BRAKES

A safe innovative approach to your cable hoisting needs that is faster and safer than anything else available today.
Exclusive self-braking; provides maximum safety to personnel.
Designed for ½°to 1°diameter synthetic rope.
Ropebrake pivots 180 degrees to give a directional pull when hoisting.
Heavy duty design meets rigid industry requirements.

CABLE BUNS / SADDLES

Strong, hard wearing and flexible polyurethane
Tightens its grip as the cable is being hoisted
Non-Skid internal surface to retain cable
Designed to meet the minimum bending radius of the cable
Lightweight, easy handling
BREAKOUT WRENCH
FOR BLASTHOLE DRILL STEMS

- Models are in service for drills using drill stems from 8 5/8” up to 11.75” diameter.
- Rapidly disconnects drill stems
- Functions in all weather conditions
- The operator controls wrench from the operator’s console.
- Wrench consistently disconnects stubborn drill Stem joints reducing drill downtime.
- Operator does not have to leave the cabin to make drill stem changes.
- Automatically compensates for drill stem wear
- Wrench uses existing hydraulic pressure from the drill
- Simple to install and low maintenance
- Worldwide installation services
MINESUPPLY LOADMASTER HD MINING JACKS & JACK STANDS 100 – 350 TON CAPACITY

Our full line of equipment will allow the quick removal of tires using our heavy-duty jacks and jack stands.

Ex. Air/hydraulic, electric/hydraulic

Power-driven wheels on all MineSupply Loadmaster HD jacks permit service personnel to safely and quickly position the jack.

Foam-filled tires on heavy-lift jack equipment facilitate for easy access and mobility, with wider bases on all jacks and stands, for greater stability and security.

Two (2) heavy-duty rugged quality extensions provided with each jack or stand at time of original purchase.

Jacks come in hydraulic or electric as well we have a mobile mining jack series.
**MANLIFT:**
Designed for ease of access when removing wheel bolts and nuts as well as for easy inspection of tires and rims.

Optional spring balancer to reduce worker fatigue

Optional torque wrench

Aluminum hand rail moveable from right to left

Foot control up and down with safety guard

Air manifold for air tools

**TIRE PRESS**
Facilitates the easy removal of tires from rims on heavy-duty and off-highway construction and mining equipment tires.

Capacities up to 320 tons. Designed to remove the largest tire sizes available.

Manufactured to the highest standards to substantially reduce damage to both tires and rims.

The remote control function allows to operator to operate the press in a safe and efficient manner thus avoiding injuries.

Many safety options available including laser fence
HAUL TRUCK SPOTTERS:

Attaches to the bucket of the electric shovel to assist in the visibility of haul truck positioning.

Provides superior visibility

Reflective strips.

Center is protected by heavy duty cables covered in rubber to absorb impact preventing damage to equipment.

Option to change out center ball.

SHOVEL SATELLITE BALL

For moving trailing cable using mining shovel bucket.

Consistent shape – easier for shovel operator to pick up with bucket

Highly visible – safer for shovel operators in all conditions

100% cable coverage with brightly colored round rubber hose – safer for handling.

Reflective stripes

56° Diameter   Weight 200 lbs. each
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